Jury criteria

Educational value
General guidelines

Questions that can help
Additional information
- Is the pedagogical idea of the video explained clearly?
-

Is the target group clearly defined?

-

Are there details about the place in the pedagogical
script? (At what point of the learning process is the
video intended to be used?)

-

Is the aim (intended learning outcome or learning
activity triggered by the video) clearly defined?

Video
- Is the educational aim/affordance of the video clear?
-

Does the video fit the indicated target group?

-

Is the educational aim clearly visible in the video?

-

Does the video support the intended learning outcomes without
distraction?

-

Is the video placed at the right time in the pedagogical sript?

-

Is the length of the video aligned with the content dealt with in the
video?
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Jury criteria

Artistic Quality
General guidelines

Questions that can help
Storytelling and structure of the video
- Does the video have an understandable structure?
-

Is the narrative of the story able to engage the viewer?

Acting
- Is the acting convincing?
-

Does it support the story without distracting?

Supporting arrangements
- Are the supporting arrangements (e.g. music, pictures etc.) unique?
-

Are visual elements used profoundly and conciously?

-

Do the visual and technical effects support the video?

-

Is the style consistent, also with genre and/or format?
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Jury criteria

Technical merits
General guidelines

Questions that can help
Image quality
- Are the important parts in focus (sharp) and can be seen clearly?
-

Does the picture design (frame setting size, perspective) support the message of the video?

-

Does the video have the necessary stability (not shaky, pictures can be seen long enough, zooms are necessary,
etc.)?

Editing
- Do the cuts and the music support the rhythm of the story and don’t distract from the viewing experience?
-

Do animation and effects support the story

Audio quality
- Are the spoken parts clearly understandable (level of sound okay)?
-

Do music and effects support the experience and not overwhelm it?

-

Are the background noises in balance (no disturbing noise, etc.)

Graphics and titles
- Is the written word clearly readable (big enough, staying on screen long enough, not too much words at once)?
-

Do Graphics and titles support the experience without overwhelming other visuals

Accessibility
- Is the video accessible to all people
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